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LED RGB Wi-Fi 3m Smart Tuya IP65 + CCT + Dim 12V kit

www.eko-light.com

SIGNS

bar code 5902693776895
Symbol EKSM7689

LOGISTICS

base unit pcs
VAT 23%

+6

Length: 3 m

Width: 10mm

Height: 3mm

Power: 7.5W LED

luminous flux: 650 lm

color temperature: VARIABLE 2700K÷6500K + RGB

Dimmable: Yes

ENERGY CLASS: f

AVERAGE LIFETIME: 35000h

Voltage: 12V

beam angle: 180°

Ingress Protection (IP): IP65

Producer: Eco-Light

brand: Eco-Light

CHARACTERISTICS 

LED RGB Smart set - modern lighting in your home

The LED RGB Smart set is a proposal from the Polish brand EKO-LIGHT, which is based on innovative technology of intelligent lighting. This gives you the ability to easily and
quickly control the light from anywhere in your home. The LED strip has been designed in such a way that it can be operated using a mobile application installed on a smartphone
or tablet. The Smart Tuya software works using a special QR code or an application called Smart Life available on the Internet. Easy installation and hassle-free configuration
allows the user to immediately manage the lighting without the help of a specialist.

The RGB LED strip is suitable for virtually any room, but it will look best in a bedroom or a teenager's room. The modern design of the set allows you to change the color and
intensity of light depending on the mood of the household members. Easy installation of lighting should not be a problem for anyone, but remember that you must not cut the
strip yourself with scissors.

DESCRIPTION
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Products from the Smart Tuya line from EKO-LIGHT are covered by a full manufacturer's warranty.

The collection of LED strips from the Polish brand EKO-LIGHT includes the following models:

- LED set RGB Wi-FI 3m Smart Tuya IP65 + CCT + Dim 12V EKSM7527
- LED set RGB Wi-FI 5m Smart Tuya IP65 + CCT + Dim 12V EKSM7534


